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Viwinco - HOW TO INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS

Cover walls with approved 
Weather Resistant Barrier (WRB)➊

➊

Cut out window opening 
in WRB as shown➋

➋

Wrap WRB into window opening 
as shown to inside face of stud wall. 
Remove excess wrap that extends 
beyond inside face of stud wall.

➌

Cut a diagonal line at top corners 
of window opening to create a �ap 
approximately 6" above the top 
of window opening.

➍

Fold �ap up, exposing the sheathing 
below and tape it up temporarily until 
�ashing can be installed.

➎

Check the window dimensions and make 
sure it will �t into the rough opening. 
There should be a 1/4" clearance all the 
way around the window. Once veri�ed, 
apply a 3/8" nominal bedding bead of 
sealant  onto the back side of the nail fin, 
leave a void in the sealant along the bottom 
about 1" long on either side of the window 
about 6" in from either side. This will allow 
for drainage of any incidental moisture 
that may penetrate the flashing. 

➐

Set window into the opening. 
Install one fastener in the top corner.
Check for plumb, level, and square. 
Shim at sill in the corners until level. 
Use plastic or composite shims at sill.
Once window is in position, anchor 
with approved fasteners about 
6" On Center (O.C.) Spacing. 
Check for squeeze out from sealant. 
Clean o� excess sealant as needed. 

➑

Apply jamb �ashing as shown in 
weatherboard fashion. Jamb �ashing 
goes over the sill �ashing and extends 
past the rough opening at the head.
Make sure there are no wrinkles, 
gaps, or bubbles.

➒

Install head �ashing as shown.➓

Apply a continuous 
bead of Sealant to 
all 4 sides of nail �n.

Install �exible �ashing tape across the 
bottom of the opening �exing it to go 
up each side approximately 6".  Part of 
the �ashing tape should extend into the 
opening. Form a sill dam with the back 
part of the tape that extends across the 
sill. If standard �ash tape is used, 
apply the top edge of the �ashtape even 
with the rough opening at the bottom, 
and extend the ends approximately 6" 
past the opening on either side.

➏
Remove tape holding �ap in place 
and bring down over �ashing. 
Using approved WRB tape, 
secure �ap edges.
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